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1.

Introduction

Global warming, which is one of the most burning & discussed issues, has the worst impact on
the climate of the planet as a whole. The rapid change in climate will be too great to be adapted
by the eco-systems, since the change have already made direct impact on biodiversity,
agriculture, forestry, dry land, water resources and human health. As such, issue of global
warming calls for a global response. Due to unusual weather pattern, rising greenhouse gas,
declining air quality etc. society demands that business also take responsibility in safeguarding
the planet.
The key areas of environmental degradation cover air pollution, water pollution, surface water
scarcity, encroachment of rivers, improper disposal of industrial, medical and house-hold waste,
deforestation, loss of open space, loss of biodiversity and many other issues. In addition,
Bangladesh is one of the most vulnerable countries of the world due to climate change. In line
with global development and response to the environmental degradation, financial sector in
Bangladesh in part has already started playing their roles as one of the key stake holders to
address the issue properly.
The climate of Bangladesh has already been exposed to global warming due to environmental
pollution followed by climate degradation although she can’t be accused to be responsible for
these issues. However, the climate of the country is rapidly deteriorating due to recklessness of
her citizens and inefficient & ineffective use of natural/semi-natural/manufactured/processed/
transformed resources. Natural disasters like cyclone, flood, draught and earthquake become
very frequent. As such, state of environment in Bangladesh needs proper attention and upgradation for ensuring a better future for our successors.
2.

Background

In response to increasing awareness over climate change, environmental degradation, urgent
measures for sustainable development have been addressed by some of the stake holders all over
the world. Banking system hold a unique position in an economy that can affect production,
business and other economic activities through their procedure for financing activities which
would in turn contribute to protect environment/climate from pollution. Moreover, efficiency in
energy use, water consumption and waste reduction may significantly contribute for operating
cost of many of the large banks of the country.
Projects/Businesses those include waste prevention and resource efficiency systems in a wide
range of sectors including community, commercial and business organizations - such as
shopping centers, regional airports, hospitals, construction, farms, a university, public
organizations, and educational organizations are receiving enhanced attention these days.
Green finance as a part of Green Banking makes great contribution to the transition to resourceefficient and low carbon industries i.e. green industry and green economy in general. Green
banking is a component of the global initiative by a group of stakeholders to save the climate/
environment. Green banks or environmentally responsible banks do not only improve their own
standards but also affect socially responsible behavior of other businesses.
The growing financial sector especially banks in Bangladesh can play key role as one of the
important stake-holders of the economy enforcing the businessmen/industrialists of the country
to design their strategy/action plan keeping in mind the vital environmental issues.
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3.

Objectives of the policy

The main objective of the policy will be to contribute to the national/global interest through
establishing an environment friendly banking business system which may be achieved through
proper utilization of human & physical resources and encouraging channeling of fund to
projects/businesses those expose no or very little risk to the environment/climate.
The objectives of the policy will be:

4.

i)

To promote sustainable environment friendly initiatives undertaking through
adoption of a set of principles and strict adherence to those principles.

ii)

To contribute to the national/global interest through avoidance of financing in
specific industry(ies)/project(s)/process(es)/business(es), being harmful or tend to
be causing harm to the environment even if they are financially viable;

iii)

To create an atmosphere for the bank and/or its both existing and potential clients
to work within an ideal business environment through innovative marketing of
innovative banking products;

iv)

To encourage the employees, the existing and potential clients and other
stakeholders to develop, practice & promote for developing & using Environment
friendly /Green Technology/products/production process;

v)

To develop the attitude among the employees to motivate, encourage the
stakeholders through initialization of appropriate in-house environmental risk
management system through introduction of appropriate technology;

vi)

To sponsor awareness programs for environment friendly products/technology
through practice of Corporate Social Responsibilities (CSR);

Covenants of the Policy
The perception towards environmental norms and standards is changing over time.
Adhering to environmental norms and standards were considered costly and as a
bottleneck to development. However, if the economic benefits of these in terms of health
care, productivity and insurance were considered the benefit would have been much
higher than the cost. If all the impacts of environmental degradation are considered and
costs are measured, then economic benefits which these protection measures fetch would
have been huge.
As formulating & adopting Green Banking policy will be ultimately befitting for the
climate/environment, formulation of effective policy through designing effective strategy
needs to be addressed quickly & properly. Promises of potential cost savings from nocost or low-cost resource efficiency or waste prevention measures need to be clearly
demonstrated before they will be more widely adopted. This is the high time for the bank
to formulate this policy for confirming its stance towards safety of environment.
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4.1

4.2

Policy formulation and governance


A High-Powered Committee comprising of the director(s) from the Board of the
Directors of the bank shall review environmental policies, strategies and programs
of the bank.



The bank allocates considerable fund in their annual budget for implementing &
practicing green banking.



The bank has established a separate Green Banking Policy Implementation Unit
(GBPIU) which has been assigned responsibility for designing, evaluating and
administering related Green Banking issues of the bank. A senior executive has
been assigned with the responsibility of heading the unit and a permanent
position playing the role of coordinator of the unit shall be created. The unit will
report to the high powered committee time to time.



This policy ensures that services to be provided by all of the credit delivery points
of the bank shall comply Green Banking Policy and activities to be designed
within the Green Banking Policy implementation strategy.



The stakeholders of the bank are encouraged to reduce their consumption &
wastage of physical resources like raw materials, water and energy to make sure
that the best value is received from the resources they use through formulating
effective strategies with the boundaries of the policy.
Incorporation of Environmental Risk in CRM (Core Risk Management)

The bank conforms the instructions stipulated in the detailed guidelines on Environment
Risk Management (ERM) of Bangladesh Bank in consideration of a part of the Green
Banking policy.
4.3

Initiation and Continual Improvement of in-house Environment Management

Strategy for reusing & recycling of waste materials, careful handling of machinery &
equipments, reducing energy at sources and minimizing wastage of materials has been
formulated & circulated to the divisions/branches/booths/sales outlets as part of in-house
environmental management in phase-I.
Establishment and Branch Control Division monitors & supervises the branches along
with all the divisions of Head Office premises, ICT & Training Cell premises, Collection
Booths in accordance with Green Banking Policy for reducing usage and consumption of
physical & other resources like paper, printer cartridges, electricity, water, gas etc.
The Branch Control Division prepares specific format for ensuing inventory management
of the branches/divisions/sales centers, located at different places of the country, for
monitoring uses of consumption of paper, printer cartridges, carbon granules for
photocopying, electricity, water, gas, energy etc. on unit consumption basis. Then it shall
take measures to save electricity, water, and paper consumption.
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A “Green Office Guide” or at least a set of general instructions shall be prepared &
circulated to the employees for efficient use of consumables and refurbishment for reuse
of paper/machinery/equipments.
4.4

Introducing Green Finance

Financing in eco friendly and environmentally sustainable business activities and energy
efficient industries shall be extended through preference by all the credit delivery points.
Environmental infrastructures such as renewable energy project(s), clean water supply
project(s), waste water treatment plant(s), solid and hazardous waste disposal plant(s),
bio-gas plant(s), bio-fertilizer plant(s) are encouraged those will be financed by the bank.
Viability of environmental infrastructures for financing shall be assessed in line with the
environmental issues i.e. how the purpose of the project(s)/ business(es) & to what extent
this/these is/are rewarding to the environment. Most viable project(s)/business(es)/
sector(s) shall be prioritized for financing to position the bank gradually as a “Carbon
Neutral Bank” first & then as a “Climate Positive Bank”.
4.5

Creation of Climate Risk Fund

The bank addresses environmental issues & assesses environmental risks (high/
moderate/low) of projects/businesses of different sectors in different areas those are
financed by the bank and create climate risk fund. A comprehensive risk exposure matrix
shall be developed for assessing environmental risks and reported to different credit
committees of the bank by the branches in the risk exposure matrix.
The fund to be allocated/created for “Green Banking” may be used as a part of CSR
activities at the time of emergency.
4.6

Introducing Green Marketing

Green Marketing incorporates a broad range of activities, including products/services
design, engineering, modification, new product innovation, changes to the production
process & packaging encouraging the potential clients for designing Green Project as
well as modifying advertising. Besides, bank effectively uses green marketing channels
more for widening target markets of usual products. Bank takes steps that will help
building awareness among common people for promoting products/services which cause
least harm to the environment. R&D Division shall plan for developing & marketing
Green Banking products for offer.
4.7

Ensuring all out “Online Banking practices”

As the bank has already adopted on-line banking practices to operate its regular
transactions, it won’t be difficult to adopt paperless banking practices. As such, the
GBPIU shall accentuate the process of commencing e-banking related to processing of
proposals avoiding the use of physical resources like paper, printer cartridge etc. with the
help of ICT & MIS Division of the bank.
MIS Division is responsible for preparing effective communication strategy while ICT
Division provides software support & necessary training to the employees of the bank in
a manner that all of employees are trained in “Online Banking practices”.
6

4.8

Use of appropriate technologies

The bank addresses the use of appropriate technologies through installation of energy
efficient machinery/equipments that will up grade & expand its ATM services and
introduce SMS services & e-mail to its customers for providing better and paperless
services to its customers.
4.9

Supporting employee training, Consumer Awareness and Green Event

Exclusive training programs or specialized/befitting classes in foundation or other
credit related courses for incorporating Green Banking Policy Guidelines as a part of
awareness building among the employees of the Bank are arranged in consultation with
GBPIU by the Training Cell. Training programs on environmental and social risk and
employee awareness development should have to be implemented by the training cell as
a continuous process.
4.10

Sector specific Environmental Policies

The bank shall formulate strategies to design specific policies for different
environmentally sensitive sectors such as agriculture, agri-business (poultry and dairy),
agro farming etc. The bank shall make the provision for installing water treatment and
effluent treatment plants mandatory for clients having textile, spinning, dyeing, leather
processing factories to qualify themselves for receiving financial support from the Bank.
The environmentally sensitive sectors may be listed as follows:
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)
v)
vi)
vii)
viii)
ix)
x)
xi)
xii)
xiii)
xiv)
xv)
xvi)
xvii)
4.11

Agriculture
Agri-Business (Poultry & Dairy)
Agro Farming
Leather (Tannery)
Fisheries
Textile & Apparels
Renewable Energy
Pulp & Paper
Sugar & Distilleries
Construction & Housing
Light Engineering & Basic metal
Chemicals (Fertilizers, Pesticides & Pharmaceuticals)
Rubber & Plastic Industry
Hospital/Clinic
Chemical Trading
Brick Manufacturing
Ship Breaking etc.

Pricing Strategy

The bank shall formulate its pricing strategy for its products inline with the global green
banking issues. The clients complying green policy of the bank and adopting appropriate
technology for addressing ERM issues from their part shall be eligible for receiving
facilities at a reduced rate than the usual rate of the bank.
Premium pricing strategy shall be adopted and practices for the clients to reduce
carbon/heat emission, waste materials, energy utilization, hazardous by-products and
7

increase productivity, efficient use of materials, preservation of natural water stream &
water resources.
4.12

Green strategic planning

The bank shall determine green targets to be attained through specific planning. It shall
determine a set of achievable targets and strategies, and disclose these in their annual
reports and web sites for green financing and in-house environment management as well.
ICT Division shall time to time up-date the Website of the bank with new and easy
navigation slots or publish a separate webpage for the purpose of marketing/advertising
green banking products of the bank.
4.13

Setting up Green Branches

The bank shall set up Green Branches which will be featured by the provision of using
natural light, renewable energy and surface & recycled water to the highest possible
extent and implementing energy efficient lighting & cross ventilation air movement
system and replacing gradually the less energy efficient machinery/equipments by higher
energy efficient machinery/equipments. The branches shall be decorated in such a
manner that will promote the activities of “Environmental”/”Green Banking” issues to
the people.
4.14

Incorporation of Environmental Risk Management plan and guidelines

The bank incorporates Environmental Risk Management (ERM) section in the Credit
Risk Management guidelines of the bank for evaluating/sanctioning new as well existing
loan proposals through Assessment of Environmental Impact (EIA) of those
projects/businesses. As such, the bank shall follow the Environmental Risk Management
manual, provided by Bangladesh Bank, for assessing project/business proposals and
monitoring of project(s)/business(es) & working capital loans until it develops an ERM
manual or guidelines of its own.
Environmental Risk Management (ERM) Guidelines, issued by Bangladesh Bank, shall
be handy for use as a reference manual. However, this policy keeps the provision for all
future regulatory directives, to be issued by different authorities of the Government of
Bangladesh, to be taken into cognizance for addressing concurrent Environmental risk
issues and incorporating those issues in the policy matters without any change in the
policy.
4.15

Initiation of Programs for educating clients

The bank formulates effective strategies for introducing programs to educate existing &
potential clients (both personal/corporate level) so that they are and/or will be equipped
to comply environmental regulations, imposed or to be imposed time to time by the
regulatory authorities.
4.16

Disclosure and reporting of Green Banking activities

The bank shall start publishing independent Green Banking and sustainability reports
showing past performances, current activities and future initiatives.
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4.17

Designing and introducing innovative products

The bank shall introduce environment friendly innovative green products addressing the
core national/global environmental challenges. Research & Development (R&D)
Division of the bank shall formulate plan for developing & marketing Green Banking
products to offer for public.
4.18

Eco Landscaping

The bank shall prepare eco landscaping of its branches/sales offices for encouraging
environmental infrastructures such as renewable energy project(s), clean water supply
project(s), waste water treatment plant(s), solid and hazardous waste disposal plant(s),
bio-gas plant(s), bio-fertilizer plant(s) and implement the “Green Banking Policy”
effectively.
4.19

5.

Reporting in Standard Format with External verification


Bank has to publish independent Green Annual Report following
internationally accepted format like Global Reporting Initiative (GRI)
targeting their stakeholders.



Bank shall report its initiatives/activities under the said program to the
department of off-site supervision of Bangladesh Bank on quarterly basis as
instructed by Bangladesh Bank within the next 15 days of the respective
quarter end.

Provision for co-opting intermediary regulations/guidelines
There will be provision for co-opting intermediary guidelines and/or restrictions on
financing in a specific sector/industry, to be dictated by organizations of Government of
Bangladesh and regulatory bodies, related to Green Banking issues without changing any
of the clauses of the policy just by initiating note within the discretion of the
Management when the guidelines and/or restrictions will be considered befitting for the
environment.
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